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Abstract

Purpose. The aim of the study was to investigate the acute effects of high vs. low volume stretching exercises on vertical jump
in youth male soccer players and verify if different performances at baseline could exert any influence on these effects.
Methods. Overall, 45 players (mean age, 14.0 ± 0.7 years) from the 1st division of Rio de Janeiro state championship were
invited to participate in the study. They were assessed for vertical jump and stretching over 3 days. On day 1, they were tested
for vertical jump after a conventional warm-up. On day 2, the group was randomly divided into 2 subgroups: one subgroup
tested for vertical jump after low-volume stretching and the other subgroup tested for vertical jump after high-volume
stretching. On day 3, a counterbalanced order of the stretching protocol was employed. Then, the baseline vertical jump scores
were stratified in terciles to compare the effect of high-volume stretching between the groups.
Results. After high-volume stretching, a significant decrease in vertical jump was detected (–25.8%; p = 0.01; partial
2
= 0.63), while no differences were observed for low-volume stretching. Moreover, players with better performance in vertical
jump (1st tercile) demonstrated a greater reduction in jumping height after high-volume stretching than those of the 3rd tercile
(1st vs. 3rd tercile: –41.1 ± 3.6% vs. –21.7 ± 6.9; p < 0.05).
Conclusions. The results suggest that players with best vertical jump performance can be more sensitive to the alterations
in muscle inhibition after high-volume stretching exercises.
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Introduction
In team sports, stretching is widely used as a warmup routine before any training session or match. Static
stretching can be understood as moving of a limb to
the end of its range of motion and keeping that position
for more than 15 seconds [1]. Dynamic stretching con-

sists of self-controlled and dynamics exercises within
the range of motion for each specific joint [1].
The effects of stretching can be influenced by the
type of exercise and the volume of application. The
volume of application of stretching exercises refers to
the duration of exercise in different quantitative scales
(e.g. time of the exercise). High-volume stretching can
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be considered as lasting many seconds longer than
ordinarily (e.g., in soccer it is not usual for a player to
make stretching exercises for more than 10 seconds).
Low-volume stretching is exercise with the duration
shorter than ordinarily.
In this context, studies have demonstrated that static
stretching methods might have a deleterious effect on
muscle power of the lower limbs [1–3]. For example,
many studies have shown that subjects who implemented static stretching before exercise decreased running economy [1], and shorter static stretch duration
time was associated with a reduction of the negative
acute effect on muscle power [3].
In this sense, dynamic and combined stretching exercises in relation to static stretching promoted more
acceleration and speed to soccer players [4]. Soccer players produce more force for a faster action [4]. Therefore,
static stretching exercises are not suitable for their increment to power and speed performance. However,
dynamic stretching cannot be suitable for players with
shortened muscles in relation to acceleration and speed
performance and risk of injury, too [4].
This effect may vary depending on the volume of
stretching [5], by decreasing the reflex sensitivity of
muscle spindles [6], -motor-neuron excitability [7, 8],
or muscle stiffness [9]. Concomitantly, the effects of
stretching on muscle power in the lower limbs have
been categorized according to type, volume, and competitive level, e.g. university sports science students, nonprofessional and professional soccer players [1, 3].
Stretching exercises induce a deleterious effect on
lower limb power in young subjects [2, 10], but submaximal speed running might not be adversely affected by prior static stretching [1]. Still, few studies
investigated the impact of different volume of stretching on power performance of lower limbs [11–13]. Maximal strength decreased after static stretching, although
static stretching improved flexibility compared with
ballistic stretching. Thus, static stretching could not be
recommended before performance in high sports practice (e.g. soccer) that requires high levels of strength
in lower limbs [11], but many high-level soccer players
prefer static stretching before soccer matches [14]. To
the best of our knowledge, no study so far has investigated whether athletes with better performance on
muscle power at baseline are more susceptible to the
deleterious effects of stretching.
In this way, as soccer players believe that static
stretching can constitute an injury risk prevention
strategy [14], investigating static stretching effects about
vertical jump performance could improve the offer of
stimuli before training sessions and soccer matches.
24

Besides, comparing acute effects of high vs. low volume
static stretching could help to decrease the negative impact of static stretching in the context of players’ desire to perform this kind of stretching.
In order to face these questions, the aim of the present study was to investigate the acute effects of high
vs. low volume stretching exercises on vertical jump
in youth male soccer players and to verify if different
performances at baseline could exert any influence
on these effects.
Methods
Participants
The study involved 45 youth male soccer players
(mean age, 14.0 ± 0.7 years): 3 goalkeepers, 13 backwards, 20 midfielders, and 9 forwards. They had more
than 3 years of practice experience in young Brazilian
soccer. The participants were randomly selected from
the 9 teams that participated in the U-15 first division
of Rio de Janeiro state championship in 2009.
Design and procedures
The testing was conducted on 3 different days separated by 48 hours. On day 1, anthropometry (stature,
body mass, and skinfolds), medical anamnesis, and
baseline vertical jump testing were completed. To minimize the learning effect of protocols, the sample was
divided into 2 groups; on days 2 and 3, each group performed the stretching exercises with different volumes
in a counterbalanced way. On day 2, group A performed
high-volume stretching exercises and group B lowvolume stretching exercise, and then vertical jump
performance was evaluated. On day 3, the order was
reversed. After that, the baseline vertical jump scores
were stratified in terciles (the 1st tercile represents the
individuals with the best results – highest vertical
jump, and the 3rd tercile represents subjects with the
worst results – lowest vertical jump) to compare the effect of high-volume stretching between the groups.
All procedures were performed by the team’s physical coach. The data were collected during the competitive season in the second half of the year during the
Brazilian winter (temperature 18–28°C). The participants were playing the regional championship with
one official game per week.
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Measures
Vertical jump
The evaluation of the vertical jump was performed
on a jumping platform (Jumptest®, Hidrofit LTDA,
Brasil). The equipment had been validated elsewhere
[15, 16]. Then, the participants were oriented to stand
with the feet on the jumping platform and jump as high
as possible with the hands akimbo and total freedom
of movement of hip, knee, and ankle joints [17]. Three
trials of the vertical jump were conducted, with 45-second rest interval between the sets. The best result was
adopted as the vertical jump maximal performance.
Stretching
The static stretching exercises for gluteus, hamstrings, quadriceps, and gastrocnemius are presented
in Table 1. All participants were instructed to slowly
reach the point of greatest joint amplitude and keep
on this position. For low-volume stretching, this position was maintained during 1 set of 10 seconds in each
position. For high-volume stretching, the position was
maintained during 3 sets of 20 seconds in each position. The soccer players only performed a warm-up protocol consisting of 10-minute treadmill running at
8 km/h before the stretching protocol, that is, they performed the warm-up right after the static stretching
exercises and for last they underwent the vertical jump
assessment.
There were performed 1 set (repetition) of 10 seconds and 3 sets of 20 seconds of stretching protocol because, generally in sports, especially in soccer, players
do not use more than 10 seconds per static stretching
Table 1. Description of stretching exercises conducted
prior to vertical jump testing

Dorsal
decubitus

(A) Dorsiflexion of the ankle with hip
and knee extended: the soccer players
were with the hand on the tip of the
toe with the hip and knee extended
and stabilized
(B) Hip flexion with extended knee:
the players performed leg raising
(one-sided) without flexing their knees
(C) Hip and knee flexion: the subjects
raised the legs with flexing hip and
knees

Ventral
decubitus

(D) Hip extension and knee flexion:
the participants sustained their hands
on the ground while they did hip
extension and knee flexion

exercise. This way, these 2 protocols were implemented
because they are actually very popular in soccer training (anecdotal report). In this sense, the stretching protocol of 3 sets of 20 seconds was treated as ‘high-volume stretching’ because it lasted 6 times longer than
the stretching protocol of 1 set of 10 seconds (which
it is not usual in soccer because the time is smaller).
Statistical analyses
For the data analyses, descriptive and inferential
techniques were used. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
verified the normality of the data. To test the differences between the stretching volume groups, one-way
ANOVA for repeated measures was applied, while twoway ANOVA for repeated measures and Tukey-Kramer
post-hoc test served to detect the differences between
the variation baseline vs. post-stretching with different
volumes on terciles. The statistical significance of the
results was set at p < 0.05. Subsequently, the effect
size relative to the comparison among 3 or more variables was established through the partial 2 for the
effect of volume, and the effect size among terciles was
verified with Cohen’s d test [18].
Ethical approval
The research related to human use has been complied with all the relevant national regulations and institutional policies, has followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and has been approved by the
authors’ institutional review board or an equivalent
committee.
Informed consent
Informed consent has been obtained from the legal
guardians of all individuals included in this study. The
participating clubs signed an information term of responsibility, in accordance with the ethical criteria for
research as approved by the local ethics committee
(0178/2008).
Results
Table 2 shows anthropometric characteristics and
the vertical jump performance in the terciles. Significant differences were detected between the 1st (the highest) and the 3rd (the lowest) terciles on vertical jump.
Figure 1A shows a significant decrease in the vertical jump performance after high-volume stretching
(F[2,46] = 9.44; p = 0.01; partial 2 = 0.63). No significant
differences were detected after low-volume stretching.
When the terciles were compared, a great loss of per-
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Table 2. Anthropometric characteristics and vertical jump performance in terciles at baseline

Age (years)
Body mass (kg)
Stature (cm)
BMI (kg/cm2)
Vertical jump (cm)

Mean ± SD

1st tercile

2nd tercile

3rd tercile

14.9 ± 0.7
59.5 ± 6.5
168.4 ± 7.4
21.0 ± 1.4
33.36 ± 3.6

14.7 ± 0.2
57.6 ± 7.2
169.6 ± 10.2
20.0 ± 2.0
39.54 ± 3.9

14.3 ± 0.8
60.3 ± 5.1
167.2 ± 4.9
21.6 ± 1.0
34.06 ± 2.6

14.6 ± 0.5
59.1 ± 9.6
168.3 ± 6.7
20.9 ± 1.4
30.03 ± 2.0*

* significant difference for the 1st tercile, p = 0.03

Figure 1. (A) Overall effects of volume of stretching on vertical jump performance. (B) Comparisons among terciles
of vertical jump performance depending on the volume of stretching

formance after high-volume stretching was observed
in the 1st tercile compared with the 3rd tercile (1st vs.
3rd tercile: –41.1 ± 3.6% vs. –21.7 ± 6.9, respectively;
p < 0.05; d = 2.25; Figure 1B).
Discussion
The main finding of the present study is that subjects with better vertical jump performance decreased
their execution in vertical jump after high volume
stretching exercise. These results may be related with
the time of high volume stretching exercises. High
volume training might have stimulated the Golgi tendon organs, decreasing agonist muscle action, and, consequently, causing the vertical jump difference [19].
Other studies reported decreases in strength after
passive and static stretching in the quadriceps [20].
Behm et al. [20] tested 5 sets of 45 seconds of stretching exercise in 12 active men. The tests were performed
before and 6 and 10 minutes after the stretching exercises. Each subject conducted 3 maximal isometric
contractions of the quadriceps. The maximum muscle
contraction decreased by 12% after stretching. Stretching may have reduced the maximal contraction owing
to muscle inhibition rather than turning muscle units
more complacent [20, 21].
26

Mariscal et al. [22] did not find any negative effect
in the countermovement jump, Abalakov jump, or the
40m linear sprint performance after static stretching
exercises. However, static stretching exercises were
performed in time smaller than 10 seconds. High-level
soccer players believe static stretching before soccer
matches could prevent injury [14]; this information is
important because a low-volume static stretching does
not result in risk of injury or performance decrease
[22], as observed in our study (in relation to the vertical jump performance).
To our knowledge, this is the first study that evaluated whether the subjects with best results in vertical
jump testing had a greater decrease in vertical jump
performance. The differences among terciles with regard to performance may be attributed to the fact
that the subjects with best performance can be more
sensitive to the alterations in muscle inhibition after
high volume stretching exercise [23]. Given the plethora of stretching methods and contradictory results [1,
24–26], more studies are needed to test the preliminary data presented here.
In addition to the impairment of strength performance, static stretching can enhance the injury risk in
players. Baumgart et al. [27] found that static stretching
exercises before a soccer match increased anterior tibi-
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al translation of the knee joint. In this way, the physical coach should understand the negative effects of
this practice (concerning both the performance and
injury prevention) in order to perform functional and
specific exercises in the warm-up before the matches
and training, and also to make players aware about
the negative impact of this practice in the preparation
for games.
The practical applications of these results will assist coaches in planning before games and training sessions by choosing specific exercises and respecting
the players’ desire to perform static stretching that is
generally low-volume when performed spontaneously.
A limitation of this study was the difficulty to find reference values for load volume prescription of static
stretching exercises because soccer players generally do
not practise them for more than 10 seconds naturally.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Conclusions
The present investigation concludes that high-volume stretching exercise negatively affects vertical jump
performance in youth male soccer players. Besides,
players with best vertical jump performance are more
negatively affected by high-volume stretching exercise.
Regarding the practical application, these findings are
extremely relevant because they can contribute to players’ sports performance through improved daily training with the modulation of stretching exercises.
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